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Abstract. Hardware/software systems simulated using SystemC language are usually parallel and, therefore, may contain synchronization
errors. One widespread type of synchronization errors is data races.
In this paper we propose an approach to data race detection in SystemC
programs which is based on source code static analysis. We‘ve developed
static analysis algorithms that can extract information for data race detection in SystemC program without quantitative time. These algorithms
can detect all errors that exist in the program. Efficiency of our approach
is shown by the evaluation results of the developed tool on a set of test
SystemC programs.
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Introduction

Last years number of elements and as the result complexity of system-on-chip
is increasing. This is the reason for use of high-level system description and
modeling languages in process of system-on-chip design. SystemC [1] is one of
these languages.
The main goal of SystemC is modelling of software/hardware systems for
performance parameters estimation, variants of system design comparison and
system behavior verification. A target software/hardware system is presented as
a SystemC program. It is modelled by SystemC simulator.
Let us define program block as a sequence of SystemC statements which are
executed in a process without context switching. Parallel program blocks – program blocks which are executed in different processes in the same delta cycle
(at the one moment of modelling time). Execution order of parallel blocks is
non-deterministic – SystemC scheduler chooses one of these blocks for execution
in arbitrary order. There is data race error in SystemC program if two or more
operations with a program object are performed in parallel blocks, and at least
one of these operations modifies this object.
Presence of data races in a SystemC program leads to non-deterministic
program behavior and incorrect modelling results. In the cases when data races
remain in a target system, the system may become inoperative.
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In this paper we propose an approach to data race error detection in SystemC
programs. Our approach is based on both well-known and new static analysis algorithms. These algorithms extract information about operations with program
objects in parallel program blocks taking into account interprocess synchronization and SystemC scheduler semantics. The approach is sound – it gives all data
race errors, but it is not precise – it can give false positives.
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Related Work

Data race errors may be found using dynamic or static methods. Dynamic methods require instrumentation of either source or object code. Such an instrumentation may be used for logging information about variable usage by processes as
well as for assertion checking. For example, object code instrumentation is used
in [2] for lockset-checking which allows data race detection. Dynamic methods
don’t ensure analysis of all possible paths for all input data, so they don’t ensure
sound error detection.
In [3] combination of static analysis and model checking is used for verification of SystemC programs. Static analysis extracts information about system
components and interconnections, whereas model checking is used to infer processes commutativity conditions. This approach is aimed to optimize execution
time of SystemC programs. The approach is implemented in Scoot tool. This tool
doesn’t detect data races explicitly but infers process commutativity invariants.
Model checking is adopted in many papers related to SystemC error detection. In some of these papers a program model is converted into an input
language of existing model checking tool [4],[5], whereas other papers introduce
novel formalisms and model checking algorithms [6],[7].
Static analysis is widely used for error detection in parallel programs written
in such languages as C, C++, Java. An approach to data races detection in
multithreaded C programs is described in [8]. This approach is based on type
and effect system that determines synchronization objects which are used for
protection operations with shared objects.
Synchronization error detection in multithreaded C programs is discussed
in [9]. The suggested approach uses a transaction graph that is being refined by
partial order reduction and lockset analysis. A modification of this approach for
programs with asynchronous tasks and pool of threads is proposed in [10].
A method for data race detection in Java programs is suggested in [11].
This method is based on iterative use of static analysis algorithms that extract
information about interval variables, pointers, shared objects use, program statements which can be executed in parallel.
As the result of related work review we conclude that static analysis methods are not widely used for data race detection in SystemC programs. At the
same time these methods are successfully applied for error detection in parallel
programs in other programming languages. In this paper we extend static analysis methods to SystemC programs using our experience in C/C++ programs
analysis.
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Main Idea

Most systems simulated using SystemC are parallel systems. A parallel SystemC
program is a set of interacting processes managed by a scheduler. The SystemC
scheduler binds execution of a statement to a moment of time and orders execution of statements from different processes for the same time using delta cycles.
Program execution includes several phases. In elaboration phase modules,
processes, channels and other entities of a program are created and connected
to each other. Elaboration phase ends with sc_start function call. Execution of
sc_start results in running of created processes and initiating of the first delta
cycle. Each delta cycle includes two phases: evaluation phase and update phase.
Processes are executed by turns. Execution of a process in evaluation phase
ends when either wait function is called or process finished. If some process is
waiting for an event by calling wait, and some another process invokes immediate
notification for the same event, the first process resumes execution in the current
delta cycle. Whenever delta notification occurs, corresponding waiting process
becomes runnable in the next delta cycle. Evaluation phase continues while there
are runnable processes. In update phase for all the processes that have executed
request_update method in evaluation phase of the delta cycle, update methods
are called. Whenever all the delta cycles are analyzed for current modelling time,
the simulation kernel increases modelling time until runnable processes become
available. If there are no runnable processes, program execution stops.
In order to simplify analysis algorithms, program model in the form of control
flow graph is used. Methods and functions for parallel execution are represented
in program model using special types of statements listed in table 1.

Table 1. SystemC-specific Statements
Statement
run(this, t, f)

Description
Run function f in process t.
Replaces create_thread_process
run_update(this, update) Run update(this) method on the update phase
of current delta cycle.
Replaces request_update
start()
Start simulation.
Replaces sc_start
sense(t, e)
Add to sensitivity list of process t event e.
Corresponds to «
wait(e, time)
Wait for event list e at most time time.
Represents
wait(t), wait(n, time_unit), wait(e)
notify(e, time)
Notify event e after time time.
Represents
e.notify(), e.notify(t), e.notify(n, time_unit)
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In this paper we consider a set of SystemC programs that does not use
quantitative time, i.e. nonzero time parameters in synchronization functions.
Simulation of such programs includes elaboration phase followed by several delta
cycles.
Data race detection requires analysis of read and write access to shared variables in parallel blocks. Since SystemC is an extension of C++, program objects
may be accessed indirectly through pointers. So analysis of accesses to program
objects requires pointer analysis. In order to ensure high precision of error detection, it is necessary to perform interval analysis – an analysis of numeric
variable values. Numeric variables may be used as branch conditions, as iterators of loops, as indices in array access expressions etc. Pointer and interval
analysis algorithms are based on algorithms described in [12].
Data race analysis requires detection of parallel blocks of program, so it
is necessary to analyze synchronization statements. We use lockset analysis to
cope with synchronization statements. Analysis of a parallel program is done by
a special algorithm, that considers SystemC scheduler semantics.
Thus data race error detection requires the following static analysis algorithms:
–
–
–
–
–
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an interval analysis algorithm
a pointer analysis algorithm
an algorithm for detection of accesses to program objects
a lockset algorithm
a parallel execution analysis algorithm.

Static Analysis Algorithms

The lockset algorithm gives auxiliary information for parallel block detection.
This algorithm calculates a number of notify statements on all possible execution paths in program processes.
Let Bij be a program block that is executed in j-th process in the current
delta cycle. Let designate l(sk , em ) as numbers of notify(em ) statements on all
possible execution paths from the first statement of Bij to sk : sk ∈ Bij (e.g.
l(sk , em ) is a set of numbers of em notification). The lockset algorithm consists
of rules for program statements (see Fig. 1):

l(sk , er ) = l(sn , er ) + 1, r = m
[notif y(em )]k :
, sn ∈ P red(sk ),
l(sk , er ) = l(sn , er ),
r 6= m
[
[phi()]k :
l(sk , er ) =
l(sn , er ), ∀r,
∀sn ∈P red(sk )


[if (...)]k :

l(sk , er )true = l(sn , er )
, s ∈ P red(sk ),
l(sk , er )f alse = l(sn , er ) n

∀r,

phi() – a program model statement, where program branches are joined, P red(sk ) –
a set of statements which are direct predecessors of sk .
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Fig. 1. Lockset algorithm rules

The parallel execution analysis algorithm determines bounds of a delta cycle
in each program process – parallel program blocks which are executed in this
delta cycle. Analysis of evaluation phase ends with a wait statement or with
the last statement of a process. Afterwards the algorithm looks for immediate
notifications of events that are waited in processes blocked on wait statements.
If there are such notifications, then corresponding wait statements and the following statement chains are analyzed in evaluation phase of the current delta
cycle. In the result of these statements analysis a set of immediate notifications
may be extended. Analysis of immediate notification is run until there are no
new unblocked wait statements are determined.
After evaluation phase analysis is finished, update phase analysis begins. In
update phase, analysis of update() methods executed by request_update()
calls in evaluation phase of the current delta cycle are processed. After update
phase analysis the algorithm proceeds to the next delta cycle. It determines wait
statements in all processes which are unblocked by delayed notifications of this
delta cycle. These wait statements and following statement chains are analyzed
in the next delta cycle.
Interval analysis, pointer analysis and lockset algorithms are performed for
each program process separately. Interaction between process analysis algorithms
are considered by merging results of these algorithms in the end of each delta
cycle. Merging rules for values of an object ok are the following:
V (ok ) =

[

ok 6∈ Def (Bij ), ∀Bij

VB j (ok ),
i

∀Bij

V (ok ) =

[

VB j (ok ),
i

∃Bij : ok ∈ Def (Bij ),

∀Bij :ok ∈Def (Bij )

V (ok ) – a set of ok values in the end of the current delta cycle, VB j (ok ) – a set of
i

ok values in the block Bij , Def (Bij ) – a set of program objects that are modified
in the block Bij in the current delta cycle.
One problem of parallel block detection is notify statements in process
branches – variant notification. Such notify statements appear on some process
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execution paths only. Variant notifications lead to analysis of some statements
in several delta cycles.
The error detection algorithm uses the following rule:
∃Bij11 , Bij22 : (Bij11 k Bij22 ) ∧ (Def (Bij11 ) ∩ (Def (Bij22 ) ∪ U se(Bij22 ))) 6= ∅),
Bij11 , Bij22 – program parallel blocks, U se(Bij ) – set of program objects which are
used in the block Bij in the current delta cycle. This rule detects cases where a
program object is modified in parallel blocks or it is modified in one of parallel
blocks and used in other blocks.
An example of a program which contains a data race error is shown in the
Fig. 2. Blocks Bi22 and Bi33 in this example can be executed in an arbitrary order –

Fig. 2. Data race error sample

the result value of ok is a or b.
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Efficiency Evaluation

Efficiency indicators of error detection are precision – a fraction of a number of
true errors found to a total number of errors found, and soundness – a fraction
of number of true errors found to a number of errors in the program.
In order to estimate efficiency of the proposed approach we‘ve, implemented
it in SC Race Detector tool. We‘ve developed a set of SystemC test programs,
some of which include injected data race errors. Developed test programs use
various SystemC synchronization models: waiting for next delta cycle, immediate
notification, delta-notification. Some of test programs have masked errors – errors
that may cause to fault only when a specific condition meets or for specific
iterations of a loop. The test suit includes 18 tests in total. Size of each test
program is 100-150 lines of code. A description of test groups is shown in table 2.
We use Intel Xeon 2.33 GHz processor with 12 GB of RAM for these experiments. Analysis time of test programs varies from 5 to 10 seconds. For each
test program we estimate total number of errors, a number of errors found and
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a number of true errors found. The results of the experiments show that all
injected errors were detected and no false positives were found.
Table 2. Tests Description
Test Group Description

Number of
Programs
Use wait(0, SC_NS)
4
Use immediate notifications and loops 6
Use delta-notification
2
Use request_update
2
Dining philosophers implementations 4
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Number of
Processes
2
2-3
2
3
2-5

Number of
Errors
2
4
1
1
3

Conclusion

In this paper we present an approach that ensures automatic data race error
detection in SystemC programs based on static analysis. Errors of this type
can cause to non-deterministic behavior of a program. The proposed approach
ensures sound data race detection.
The developed analysis algorithms consider SystemC scheduler semantics.
These algorithms support immediate notification, delta notification, waiting for
the next delta cycle. The proposed approach and corresponding algorithms are
implemented in SC Race Detector tool based on AEGIS static analysis platform [13].
In order to estimate an efficiency of the proposed approach, we have developed SystemC test programs containing various interprocess communication
cases. The experiments show good results of SC Race Detector on test programs,
so we believe that it is possible to apply our tool to industrial-level SystemC
models.
Currently we are extending described algorithms to provide full support of
quantitative time. Implementation of these algorithms will allow to analyze a
wide set of SystemC programs.
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